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From pharmacist to pharmacokineticist: Dr Tham (Class of ’93)
shares her journey

Ever wondered what it’s like for a pharmacist to move from practice to research? We
spoke to Dr Tham Lai San (Class of ’93), who is the present Senior Director PK/PD at Eli
Lilly and Company, to learn how her clinical experience as an intensive care unit (ICU)
pharmacist led her to where she is today. 

Read More
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InSPIRxE: Sweet endings and new 
beginnings 

The inaugural run of the InSPIRxE 
Mentorship Programme has officially 
drawn to a close! Join us as we look back 
on how the past nine months have been. 
May the key takeaways from this run 
inspire you to join our next!

Read More

Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical
Science Outreach 2022  

The Open House and Engagement Day
for Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical
Science programmes were conducted
from February to April 2022. It
encompassed both virtual presentations
and in-person activities where prospective
students had the opportunity to interact
with faculty members and invited speakers
both virtually and physically. Read on to
find out more about the activities during
this event.

Read more

Taking active steps in self-care
and preventive health

After two long years of virtual events, we
welcomed back Pharmacy and NUS
alumni in-person and online through a
hybrid seminar delivered by Ms Chung
Wing Lam (Class of ’09) and Mr Colin
Tang (Class of ’14) on 7 April 2022. Click
to read their tips on self-care and
preventive health.

Read More

PHS FYP Symposium 2022 was a 
success!

Our inaugural Pharmaceutical Science 
(PHS) Final Year Project (FYP) 
symposium enjoyed the participation of 
our talented students and supportive 
colleagues. The judges were impressed 
by the high-quality findings made by our 
final year students over the past several 
months.   

Read More
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Lifelong Learning with NUS
Pharmacy

The modular course application for Aug
2022 intake opens on 28 Apr 2022 and
ends on 05 Jun 2022. Read on to check
out the suite of modular courses we offer
for adult learners.  

Apply Now

With the easing of safe management measures, students can now work effectively for group tasks.

Pictured here are three different Year 2 student teams conducting their pharmacokinetics

experiment collaboratively during practical class. Staff also bonded through an in-person namecard
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holder making workshop organized by the Department welfare committee. We certainly look

forward to re-connecting in-person with our alumni Pharmily in upcoming events.

Stay tuned for updates!

 UPCOMING EVENT

 14 May 2022   Faculty Open House

Follow us @nuspharmacydept on Facebook and Instagram for details on upcoming events.
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